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Introducing
Unparalleled Vision
Today, thanks to scientific enhancements the lenses for your glasses are now able to be developed in accordance
with your own individual eyes shape and sizes. To ensure the sharpest possible vision, we can now craft lenses that
are based on your unique and individual eye measurements. This has required a paradigm shift in how the industry
measures and develops lenses for your glasses so that you will have the sharpest vision possible.

Biometric eye model
B.I.G. Vision™ a trademark technology developed and owned by Rodenstock has created a paradigm shift in progressive lenses by recognising the unique shape and size of each of your eyes.
This technology in hands of professional optical technicians such as allows them to determine the biometrics of
the whole eye – far beyond industry standards.
Once determined these data points are integrated directly into each of your new lenses, in a construction process
that results in lenses that are accurate to the micrometre. This enables us to precisely hit the sharp vision centre
for each of your eyes and provide you with the sharpest vision at all angles, no matter where you look.

You don’t see
with your eyes.
You see with
your brains

We call these lenses B.I.G. short for BIOMETRIC INTELLIGENT GLASSES

Every eye is different
Up until now a narrow mind-set has controlled the world of progressive lenses for far too long. A mind- set committed to limited eye measurements. Of one-sided focus attention. To too little understanding of the role of the brain.
This narrow mind-set has focused on understanding the eye just from the limited perspective of a standardised
eye model, and not from an understanding of individual eyes. This mind-set has left 98% of people in the world
who wear progressive lenses with glasses that don’t fit their eyes precisely.
The shape and length of your eyes are as individual as you are, just as the location of the sharp vision centre varies
from person to person. This means that to ensure sharp vision, we need to be able to create lenses using precise
data about each eye.
Prior to Biometric Intelligent Glasses, almost all progressive lenses were created using the same standard eye
model. But now by producing lenses based on your individual eye’s measurements, your glasses will be
constructed to ensure you enjoy the sharpest possible vision.
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You don’t see with your eyes.
You see with your brains
To understand this technological breakthrough and the importance of utilising individual
biometric data when constructing your lenses, we first have to understand the dynamic
demands of the complete vision system and the fact that you see with your brain, not
with your eyes
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It’s actually your brain that senses what is happening in the environment around you. To
make sure you navigate easily through it, you need glasses able to provide you with the
best possible input. This ensures your brain receives the input it needs to accurately
orientate and determine what’s going on around you, allowing you to decide what to
focus on and then act accordingly.
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Human vision consists of two subsystems:
focus vision and peripheral vision

Six steps to the B.I.G. Vision™ experience

Our vision consists of two subsystems that simultaneously work together with the brain: focus vision and
peripheral vision. We use our peripheral vision to orientate ourselves and detect motion in our environment, while our focus vision moves to whatever point of interest the brain picks up on, no matter if it is
near or far away. Based on this input, your brain then decides how to act on the information received.
Adding to that is the fact that eye movement is continuous. In fact, the human eye moves up to 250,000
times a day. This means our vision is constantly in a dynamic state, focusing at near, mid and far distances
while we use our peripheral vision to orientate ourselves as the eye moves.

This is why it’s so important that progressive lenses support vision at every angle – and not just at one
focus point in the middle. But, in order for them to do that, you need precise data on the individual eye –
because every eye is different.
B.I.G. Vision™ starts with the patented DNEye® Scanner. This breakthrough technology measures more
eye parameters than any other lens manufacturer. Once these are taken, your optician sends the data
digitally to Rodenstock, where a rich biometric data set is created.
This data set is then used to produce a precise biometric model of your eyes and then transfer this digitally
into each lens during the production process so your new lenses are customised according to your unique
biometric parameters.
After that, your Biometric Intelligence Glasses will be available to you. This whole process takes just 7-10
business days.
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1) Measurement
At the optician a trained professional uses the DNEye® Scanner to determine the dimensions of each of your
eyes. We recognise that every person and eye is unique.

We do.
Eye length and shape are as individual as people and the location of the sharp vision centre varies. This means
that to ensure sharp vision, you need to be able to utilize all of this data to calculate lenses based on precise
data on each eye.
To achieve this your optician sends the measurement results together with your order and the results from
the “normal” eye test to Rodenstock. Then comes the real “secret” of the highly developed manufacturing
technology: the calculation of the optimal lenses for you, which are ideally adapted to your eyes at every visual
point.

3) Calculation
The result of calculating your individual biometric data set is the most precise Rodenstock lenses of all time,
with which you finally maximise your personal vision potential.
That’s why we measure the individual eye over 7,000 data points to produce individual eyeglass lenses.
Unlike traditional measuring devices, the DNEye® Scanner not only records the standard values for myopia
(short-sightedness) and hyperopia (long-sightedness) and corneal curvature, but far more – for example, the
reaction of your pupil during the day and at night as well as the corresponding changes in vision. In this way
individual aberrations are also detected, which are responsible for reduced contrast sensitivity and poor vision
at twilight.
How the spectacles will sit on your face also plays a decisive role in the manufacture of customised lenses.
Therefore, added key measurement data is collected with the Rodenstock ImpressionIST®, a 3D video centration system. This requires you to simply look into the mirror of the ImpressionIST®. Images are taken from two
perspectives by two cameras. Using these images, parameters of your face, combined with the selected frame,
are measured exactly, as is the distance between the pupils and their diameter.
Once complete your individual eye parameters are measured to create an exact representation to be used in
the manufacturing process. Altogether, these measurements ensure you have lenses individualized so much
that they create true precision vision.

2) Transmission

You’ll notice the difference to any other spectacles. Guaranteed
Our patented calculations are used to create the extremely rich biometric data set.
The big advantage of customised lenses.
With a tailored suit one would say, “it is made to measure” or “it fits like a second skin”. Nothing pinches, nothing nips. Everything looks perfect.
A pair of spectacles made especially for you with customised lenses in the right frame achieves the same
effect:
Your eyes immediately feel comfortable.
Compared to traditional lenses you have sharper and higher contrast vision, particularly at twilight.
In brief: You obtain a new, unprecedented visual feeling!
With customised lenses from Rodenstock you can finally fully exploit your personal vision potential.

While it is not unusual in lens manufacturing to use measurement devices, no one actually transmits a full and
comprehensive set of data directly into the production of the lens.
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4) Constructing your biometric model
Your calculated data set is then used to produce a precise biometric eye model that is unique to each of your
eyes. With this complete individual biometric eye model, we are able to produce high-precision progressive
lenses.
Up until now, just about all progressive lenses are made based on a model that features fixed parameters.
This model only suits just 2% of people. We believe this is unacceptable as it means 98% of people all over the
world wear glasses that really don’t match their eyes.
Thanks to technology by Rodenstock, we can now leave this old way of thinking behind. That is why we measure the biometrics of the whole eye.
As indicated, this includes the lengths of your eyes as well as several thousand data points, which is far beyond
the industry standards. We then integrate those data points directly into the lens which results in the world’s
most precise lens.
With this approach we are able to create high-precision progressive lenses for everybody and no longer have to
compromise with old methodology which only uses the standard eye model as outlined below.
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Eye length
When using the standard eye length as a measurement for the eye, it is only accurate for 14% of users. near
or far away. Based on this input, your brain then decides how to act on the information received.

Spherical power of the cornea
For the spherical power of the eye, the standard eye model only matches on 27% of users.

Anterior chamber depth
For the depth of the anterior eye chamber, only 25% of eyes match the standard eye model.

Astigmatic power of the cornea
For astigmatic power, the standard eye model provides accurate measurements for just 16% of users.
When combining the different standard eye parameters from the model, it ends up matching just 2% of eyes.
Fortunately, those of us utlising Rodenstock technology can now leave this old way of thinking behind.
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5) Digital Transfer of Data to Lens
At this point we take the models of your eyes derived by the lens calculation and transfer it to the lens during
production.
This means that each lens is customised according to your biometric parameters.
This process is essential to ensure that your new lenses will perform optimally even with your eyes moving up
to 250,000 times a day. Your new spectacle lens will be designed to support your unique visual system for
every angle, which, is only possible with the data from your precise individual biometric model of each eye.

Given the importance of the visual system, which is one of the most important sensory systems we all possess, delivering the best image to the brain is key for improving vision, supporting cognitive functions and
enjoying a quality life.
To find out how you can benefit from perfect unparalleled vision and to have your lenses customized to your
eyes please come and visit us at SpexDesign – 430 Fitzgerald Street North Perth WA 6006 give us a call
on (08) 9328 29 44 or send us an email info@spexdesign.com.au and one of our lens specialist will be of
assistance.
Remember every eye is different including yours and you deserve the best vision available.

The benefits of implementing individual eye biometry into the spectacle lens are undeniable.

6) Biometric Intelligent Glasses
In just 7-10 working days you will receive your glasses integrated with biometric intelligence.
Your new glasses featuring B.I.G. are more than just new technology. They represent significant paradigm
shift in the way lens calculation has been approached, realising that improving the quality of vision is not
only a question of optics but also perception.
Every eye is different and previous models didn’t account for it. This has resulted in 98% of users wearing
spectacle lenses based on a model that didn’t fit their eyes.
Your new B.I.G. glasses have had this changed. Your new lenses will fit each of your individual eyes and will
deliver the sharpest and clearest image possible to the brain.
A Swiss customer survey of 283 people, of which 90% had previously worn glasses, proved an outstanding
success for B.I.G. Vision™. The study demonstrated clearly that using a complete biometric model in lens
development tailored to the individual, significantly improved their vision experience.
When asked about their experience with Biometric Intelligent Glasses™, a high
percentage of survey* respondents experienced a wide-range of benefits to their vision. Wearers recognised
a wider field of view at every distance with progressive addition lenses, improved contrast vision, and a faster adaptation time. Overall, 92% experienced sharper vision than before, 84% of the wearers experienced
better contract vision and 88% reported better visual comfort with their DNEye® glasses compared to their
old glasses.
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To find out how you can benefit from perfect unparalleled
vision and to have your lenses customized to your eyes
please come and visit us at SpexDesign – 430 Fitzgerald
Street North Perth WA 6006 give us a call on (08) 9328 29 44
or send us an email info@spexdesign.com.au
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